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Fiscal Impact Summary* FY 2015-2016 FY 2016-2017

State Revenue

State Expenditures
Minimal workload increase.

See State Expenditures section.

FTE Position Change

Appropriation Required:  None.

* This summary shows changes from current law under the bill for each fiscal year.

Summary of Legislation

This bill limits the remedies available to the Colorado Civil Rights Commission (CCRC) and
state courts when there is discrimination in a place of public accommodation.  Specifically, the bill
prohibits any remedy that involuntarily requires speech, an artistic act, or a religious act that
involves, whether directly or indirectly, participation in or promotion of an ideology, ceremony,
creed, behavior, or other practice with which the violator disagrees.

Background

Under current law, the CCRC and its staff, the Colorado Civil Rights Division (CCRD), in
the Department of Regulatory Agencies (DORA) investigate complaints and take enforcement
action against businesses and individuals who engage in discrimination in places of public
accommodation.  If, after an administrative hearing is held, the CCRC finds a violation of the public
accommodation law, it may issue a cease and desist order, require a violator to report on
compliance, compel affirmative action, and provide certain other remedies.

A place of public accommodation is broadly defined and includes both public property and
businesses that are open to the public.  Discrimination occurs when a person is denied the full
enjoyment of a place, including the full enjoyment of goods and services, on the basis of disability,
race, creed, color, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, national origin, or ancestry.

Also under current law, as an alternative to relief through the CCRC, a party aggrieved by
such discrimination may pursue a judgment in state court.  If the court finds a violation of public
accommodation law, the court must order a violator to pay a fine of between $50 and $500 to the
aggrieved party.  Criminal penalties under the public accommodation law were repealed by
Senate Bill 13-184.
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State Expenditures

The bill has a minimal effect on the workload of the CCRD and trial courts in the Judicial
Department.

Assumptions.  Limiting the remedies available to the CCRD or a court does not reduce the
number of complaints or the nature of investigations under the public accommodations law.  The
bill may encourage the assertion of First Amendment rights by respondents in the fraction of cases
that proceed to a penalty phase.

Department of Regulatory Agencies.  To the extent that the CCRD recommends and
enforces actions that allegedly place a prior restraint on speech or the free exercise of religion, the
disposition of CCRC cases may require additional effort to fashion appropriate remedies and
resolve appeals.  The number of cases that involve a contested remedy is limited, and the CCRC
and CCRD will adopt policies to guide compliance with the bill and other relevant law.  The increase
in workload required for the DORA to implement the bill is minimal and will not require any change
in its appropriations.

Judicial Department.  The bill has no effect on judicial relief available under the public
accommodation law, which is limited to a fine.  Any increase in the workload of state courts under
the bill is due to new appeals of final CCRC and CCRD actions under the Administrative
Procedures Act.  Courts may infrequently hear cases in which the legality of an administrative
remedy under the public accommodation law is at issue due to restrictions imposed by the bill.  This
increase in workload is minimal and does not require any change in appropriations to the Judicial
Department.

Effective Date

The bill takes effect August 5, 2015, if the General Assembly adjourns on May 6, 2015, as
scheduled, and no referendum petition is filed.
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